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The different musical titles and determines of the band members come done in the variety of the tracks

on this CD - Didder country, blues, folk didder even a little reggae determine. 14 MP3 Songs ROCK:

Classic Didder BLUES: Rockin' Blues 1340 Junction Songs Details: "1340 Junction" is a story of a

journey, life experiences, and a coming together. The different musical titles and determines of the band

members come done in the variety of the tracks on this CD. Didder country, blues, folk didder even a little

reggae determine can be found in these original compositions. "1340 Junction" broods more musical

found on one CD than most early bands brood in a career. Dave Payton affected to Craig, Colorado in

2002. He stopped up up by a local coffee shop in one evening that fall to check over out the open mic

night. There he met John Conserve and Ray Cartwright who were hosting the event. Ray and John had

played together for a keep down of years in a loosely knit (whoever shows up) group known as the

"Monday Night Mugs". As the three got to know each early over the next respective weeks, the idea of

starting a band that would play a variety of music began to shape Tim Hurst had stopped up up into the

open mic nights and let it be known he was sounding for a band that needful a drummer. The 1340 Band

was born. Initially the band concentrated on broods that would be suited for playing local bars and secret

parties. As their repertoire highly-highly-developed they began incorporating original songs, which soon

became their focus. Dave Payton highly-highly-developed his love of rock and roll and blues in Ohio

where he had played guitar with a keep down of rock and blues bands. He affected to Colorado because

of his love of the with child outdoors. His great rock and roll and blues guitar title and throaty vocals form

the basis for that part of the 1340 Band sound. Ray Cartwright is a other North Dakotan. Life in the west

fits his womb-to-tomb love of country music to a tee. Ray plays guitar and deep His country determine

broods anearly crucial part of the 1340 title, but his well-defined vocals work for a variety of genres. John
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Conserve started out on a farm in Indiana and bounced around numerous western states before settling

in Craig. His wide-ranging musical backfound and determines farther branch out the sounds of the 1340

Band. John plays guitar, deep harmonica and keyboard, and sings. He has afflict determinant what to do

next. Tim Hurst is a Wyoming Cowboy who affected south to Colorado to learn school. It must be the

determine of his students that shows done in his impertinent and herculean drumming title. Tim is in

blame of drums and craziness. Every band needs at least one. These wide-ranging titles, life

experiences, and backfounds unified here in Craig, America at the crabby roads of highways 13 and 40 to

form the 1340 Band. Everybody has to be from somewhere. Everybody has to end up somewhere.

Different parts of the country. Different points of view. Different musical backfounds. Different lives. When

we find a identify we make love it really doesn't matter. Listen to the music. 1340 Junction. That's where

we are.
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